
Education 

Relevant professional experience (either at a job, internship or volunteer postion) 

Notable accomplishments 

Skills 

A resume is a formal document that you use in order to demonstrate to employers your qualifications

for a work position. It should contain:

Your resume is the very first impression you give to a possible employer! It is a very important step in the

process of getting hired. 

What's a resume?

Writing a Resume

Our Top Resume Tips

Your resume should: Your resume should NOT:

Be clear & concise:  For people beginning their

careers (aka, youth)  resumes should be kept to

a maximum of one page long. 

Be hard to read:  Steer clear of fancy fonts

and/or colorful ones. To be safe, stick with a

simple font, such as Times New Roman or Arial in

a dark color. 

Have your contact information:  At the very

top, your resume should have your full name,

professional email address and phone number. 

Have an inappropriate email address:  Ensure

the email address you include in your resume is

free of profanity. Using a school email address is

always a safe option, or even making a separate

account specifically for professional use.  Have your education near the top:  Along with

the name of your school & years you have

attended/attended, you can list any leadership

roles, clubs, or honors. 
Include an objective statement:  Although

widely used in the past, it is now considered

outdated, limiting, and unproductive. 

Include pictures and/or graphics:  Unless the

job position specifically asks for a picture (such

as for an acting job), do not add one.

Be consistent: Your resume should have

consistent formatting throughout- keep the

same, font, font size, color and style.  

Proofread: Along with rereading & rechecking it

yourself, try to get your resume proofread by

someone else, whether it's a teacher, guidance

counselor or parent/guardian.  

Have spelling or grammatical errors: Since a

resume is a first impression, small errors can

make a big impact! Be careful. 



What a Good Resume
Includes

At the very top, add your first & last name in bold black letters! Right

below, your current address, phone number & professional email. 

 Here, we have included an example of what a good resume could look like! Remember,

there is no one right way to write a resume! Here are our suggestions: 

Next, put your
education. Some
people may prefer to
put their work
experience before their
education, it's up to
you! 

Make sure to list
your work
experience in
order of relevance
& then by date! 
 Use the bullet
points to write a
short description
of responsibilities
at your position. 

Volunteer &
Internship experience
really stands out on a
resume! Try to write
2-3 points per
position about what
you were able to
accomplish. 

Have you received
certifications in

anything? It's okay
if you haven't yet!

This section is
completely
optional. 

There are many
skills you can put!
Think about what
you're good at,
technical/ hard
skills!

Notice how...
The white space is used effectively: the separations between each section make the document easy to

read! Remember, we want our resumes to be simple & to the point. 

Each section of the document is stands out- the hiring manager can quickly see exactly where to find the

information they are looking for! 

The resume is well written with no typos, grammatical errors or repetitive language. 

The font is 12 point, Times New Roman and black- nothing fancy (AKA hard to read!) 



Sample Resume Template

If you'd like to use this template, click here to download

or use this QR Code >>>

If you're making your first resume and don't know where to start, you can use this template!

Remember: there is not one right way to write a resume, but this is a good place to begin.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aq-VGLCCQ5DIeomp7yq13rW-mzop-B6TF4_xl8RNvIA/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aq-VGLCCQ5DIeomp7yq13rW-mzop-B6TF4_xl8RNvIA/copy

